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A theory of nonanalytic (long-range) exchange interaction between an
electron and a hole is developed for zero-dimensional excitons in semicon-
ductor nanostructures. Two particular cases are considered in detail: (i) that
of exciton confined in a spherical nanocrystal and (ii) a quantum-well ex-
citon localized as a whole on an anisotropic island of well-width monolayer
fluctuation.
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1. Introduction

The zero-dimensional (OD) microstructures which are also known as quan-
tum dot (QD) structures can be realized in practice in semiconductor nanocrystals
embedded in glass matrices and in quantum wells with monolayer-high islands of
well-width fluctuations. Optical properties of 0D systems have been widely stud-
ied in the last few years (see [1, 2] and references therein). The three-dimensional
confinement in quantum dots leads to a discrete exciton-level structure. Taking
into account only direct Coulomb interaction between an electron and a hole, the
ground-state exciton energy level is degenerate due to the free-carrier spin degen-
eracy. This degeneracy is, however, removed partially or completely as a result
of electron—hole exchange interaction which includes a long- and a short-range
contribution. In the present paper we analyze the long-range (or nonanalytic)
contribution which is shown to play a crucial role in the interpretation of recent
experiments.

2. Electron—hole exchange Hamiltonian

In the straightforward derivation [3] the exchange Hamiltonian is presented
as a sum Σ b Hb, where b denotes a reciprocal-lattice vector. In the wave-vector-
-space representation all terms Hb except the one corresponding to b . = 0 are
analytic in the limit K —^ 0, where ħΚ is the momentum of an electron—hole
pair, and only the term 7l0 behaves nonanalytically at the point K = 0. Thus,
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the exchange Hamiltonian is usually separated into the analytic and nonanalytic
parts, HA = Σb 0 'b and ΉΝΑ = H 0 , respectively. The latter can be written as

where K = ke + kh, K' = k' + k'h, ke ,h is the electron or hole wave vector,
the indices m, n enumerate the degenerate Γ-states in the conduction and valence
bands, pmin is the matrix element of the momentum operator calculated between
the electron Bloch functions |m.k = 0) and ||n, k = 0) (the hole state n, k and the
electron state f , -k are related by the time inversion operation), m0 is the free
electron mass, Eg is the band gap, e is the electron charge, εb is the high-frequency
dielectric constant. Since the selection rules for electron-hole-pair optical excita-
tion are governed by matrix elements of the momentum operator, the nonanalytic
part of the electron—hole exchange interaction is nonzero only for the states op-
tically allowed in the dipole approximation. For the Γ6 x Γ7 or Γ6 x Γ8 excitons
in the Td-symmetry semiconductors, the dipole-active states are characterized by
the angular momentum S = 1 and, in the basis of these states, the nonanalytic
Hamiltonian is presented in the following invariant form:

where = Σm,n | Pαmn |2, I are the 3 x 3 matrices of the projections of the
angular momentum I = 1 (α = x, y , z). The nonanalytic part can be equivalently
considered as arising due ιΡ o the macroscopic electric field induced by the pair
excitation. Since this field is a consequence of the exciton polarization, its prop-
erties are analogous to that of the depolarization field introduced in the theory of
dielectrics.

3. Excitons in semiconductor nanocrystals

In semiconductors withTdsymmetry the valence band Γ8 is described by
the 4 x 4 Luttinger Hamiltonian containing three band parameters γ1, γ2 and γ3 .
The ground state of a hole confined in a spherical nanocrystal of the radius R
which is smaller than the bulk-exciton Bohr radius, αB, has the symmetry Γ8 and
is characterized by the angular momentum component n = ±3/2, ±1/2. In the
spherical approximation, γ2 = 3, the four ground-state wave functions can be
written as Ψn (r) = Εn 'Cn'n (r)|n'), where |n') (n' = f3/2,±1/2) are the Bloch
functions,

Jα (α = x, y , z) are the angular momentum matrices in the Γ 8 basis, R0(r) and
R2(r) are the radial functions introduced in Ref. [4].

In hexagonal crystals one has to add to the Luttinger Hamiltonian the crystal
splitting term
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This term removes the spherical symmetry of the 8ystem and lead8 to a splitting
between n = ±3/2 and n = ±1/2 hole states. Thus, the states with definite
values of the exciton spin S and its components 0, ±1 are no longer eigenstates of
the exciton Hamiltonian. In such case it is convenient to express the  nonanalytic
exchange contribution (2) in terms of the electron and hole spin matrices. The
corresponding Hamiltonian was constructed in Ref. [5]. The analytic exchange
interaction has the following form [41:

where σα are the Pauli matrices acting on the electron spin, εexch is the exchange
strength constant, α 0 is the lattice constant, the factor αn is introduced for the
sake of convenience.

If a value of the crystal splitting Δcr is small as compared to the characteristic
confinement energy, the total electron—hole exchange interaction in quantum dots
of the radius R « αs is described by the Hamiltonian

P = | (S|i |Χ) |, χ(β) and ζ(β) are coefficients dependent on the ratio β = mlh /mhh
of the light- to heavy-hole effective masses. For β = 0.3 we have χ(β) 0.77
and ς(β) 0.62. Note that ħωTF represents the splitting between the bulk exciton
±2 and ±1 states induced by the analytic exchange, and ħωLT is the longitudinal-
-transverse splitting for a free exciton propagating perpendicular to the hexagonal
axis of the bulk wurtzite- lattice crystal. For CdSe according to Ref. [6] we have
ħωTF N 0.12 meV, ħωLT 0.95 meV and it follows that the ratio between the
second (nonanalytic) and first (analytic) terms amounts about 3.

The splitting, ΔQDTF (ή), between the "dark" (±2) and optically-active (±1)
states of zero-dimensional exciton is given by

where Δ = Δ^ rν(β) with ν(β) 0.94 for β = 0.3.
In Refs. [4, 7, 8] only the first term in Eq. (5) was taken into account. If the

nonanalytic exchange contribution is neglected the parameter ή becomes, approx-
imately, four times smaller. Existing experimental data are rather well described
by this parameter. Taking the nonanalytic exchange contribution (second term in

• Eq. (5)) into consideration leads to a considerable discrepancy between theory and
experiment. At present there is no satisfactory explanation of this discrepancy and
additional theoretical and experimental efforts are needed to resolve this problem.
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4. Localized excitons in quantum wells

In this section we consider heavy-hole excitons in a GaΑs/AlxGa1- x As(001)
QW structure. The analytic exchange interaction splits the fourfold degenerate
level el-hhl (1s) into a radiative doublet with the spin component M = ±1 and
two close-lying nonradiative singlets. If such an exciton is localized at a rectangular
island of the well width fluctuations the radiative doublet is split by the nonanalytic
exchange into two sublevels linearly-polarized along the principal axes, x and y , of
the rectangle. For the island dimensions Lx , Ly exceeding both the exciton Bohr
radius and the QW width, the splitting between the |x) and y) states is given by

where f(q) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform, f dΧdYe- 'QRF(Χ, Y), of
the envelope function F(Χ, Y) describing the in-plane motion of the exciton as
a whole, R = (Χ, Y), the summation in Eq. (7) is performed over q > k, S is
the sample area, k = (ω0/c) ΕΤ, ω0 and Γ0 are the resonant frequency and the
radiative damping rate for a free exciton (with vanishing in-plane wave vector) in a
perfect QW [9]. While deriving Eq. (7) both nonanalytic and retarded interactions
have been taken into account (the details are given in Ref. [10]).

The function F(Χ, Y) is found as a solution of the two-dimensional Schrödin-
ger equation

where V is the energy difference between the 1s-exciton levels in the two per-
fect QWs differing in width by one monomolecular layer, ε is the localization
energy referred to the free-exciton energy in the thinner QW, M is the exciton
in-plane translational effective mass, θ(t) = 1 if t > 0 and θ(t) = 0 if t < 0.
While calculating the splitting given by Eq. (7) we used the approximation of the
factorized envelope function and took F(X,Y) as a product Fx (Χ)FF (Y), where
F(Χ), F (Υ) are found self-consistently from Eq. (8). The localized states ii')
are labelled by two integer quantum numbers jj', e.g., 11, 21, 22, etc., describing
the exciton in-plane confinement in the x and y directions.

Figure 1 shows the energy and splitting of the ground and excited states as a
function of the island dimensions. Note that Ε ' = V -εjjι is the localized-exciton
energy referred to the free-exciton energy in the wider QW. Recently, Gammon
et al. [11] have studied photoluminescence (PL) of GaAs/AlGaAs QWs in the
optical near-field regime and measured the PL spectrum of a single quantum dot
formed by a large monolayer-high island. They report a fine structure splitting of
20 to 50 μeV and linear polarization of the split sublevels for both the ground and
excited states of the localized exciton. The sequence of signs of this difference ob-
served for the ground and four excited states of the localized exciton is reproduced
in Fig. 1 for values Ly lying between 420 and 480 Å. Heller and Bockelmann [12]
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observed optical orientation of localized excitons only in the presence of an exter-
nal magnetic field which can be readily explained assuming a zero- fleld splitting
of the exciton radiative doublet. Baranov et al. [13] studied type-Ι GaAs/AlAs
superlattices using the exciton level-anticrossing spectroscopy. They reported on
splitting of the ground localized-exciton state into two sublevels linearly polarized
along [110] and [1T0] directions and attributed it to anisotropy of the localizing
potential.
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